^22            THEOSOPHY EXPLAINED
physical body has been struck away before its life-period
is over. But the normal condition after death only sets
in when that earthly life-period is fully exhausted. A number
of verses in the Indian Shastras imply that death only
conies at a fixed time, and, normally, death does so come.
But when it is said : {t Before the period comes, a lance will
not kill; when it comes a blade of grass is enough to kill ",
the true conception is that, when the time comes, the
smallest cause will bring about the striking away of the
physical body, but that if the time has not come, even a
violent cause—a lance—cannot alter the life-period, still
it may strike away the physical body.
People whose minds are not clear over the question
say: " If a person's life-period is fixed, if the death-hour
is fixed, it is no good nursing him or calling in a doctor ;
he will live or die according to his karma." That is a
serious mistake, for, as explained before, at a critical period
like this, exertion or present activities may considerably
modify or even entirely change the result and ensure him
the use of his physical vehicle up to the end of his life-
period.
Thus the fact is that the period of life under
physical conditions is fixed ; the period of striking off the
physical body is not fixed. At one point or another death
may come. There will be times when, because of the
Dhradha karma, death cannot be averted, but there
may be other periods (of Adhradha or Dhradhadhradha
karma) when an added force may turn it away
like any other kind of karma. There are points that
are certain, and there are those that may be varied by
exertion.
Q. Is there karma among animals ? If not, how do
you account for the difference in their conditions, one

